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Synopsis
The modern mining industry is increasingly being tasked to comply
with various legal, industry and social prerequisites. In addition to
complying with these, the mining industry is further expected to
effectively report on their compliance. Although there are many
models that aid the mining industry in compliance and reporting, it
is perhaps opportune for a new model to be introduced. The
Compliance Spindle is postulated as a new and alternative model
which is easy to understand and has the possibility of implemen-
tation in South Africa and other jurisdictions as well. The
Compliance Spindle is also an effective tool to educate future
compliance officers. The new model provides for all aspects of
compliance and reporting and can be easily modified to take
account of new developments in the mining compliance and
reporting arena.
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Introduction
The mining industry, though a vital industry,
is commonly perceived as being dangerous,
destructive and distrustful – the 3 Ds of
mining. By engaging in compliance and
reporting practices, the mining industry can
dispel these perceptions, or minimize them. To
effectively deal with all the compliance and
reporting issues that affect the mining
industry, it is imperative that the various
aspects of mining compliance and reporting are
identified and addressed.

According to Siy: ‘the need to deal with
risks acts as a strong driver towards the
creation of compliance regimes. These are
enforceable, semi-legal systems which are
evident in technical fields such as banking . . .
and accountancy . . . In the case of mining,
regulatory systems governing mineral
disclosure and financial reporting
predominate.’

While he might be correct in certain
respects, this does not constitute a holistic
description of mining ‘compliance’ and
‘reporting’. This paper considers the various
aspects of mining compliance and reporting
and postulates a new model.

It seems that there is a Compliance
Institute in South Africa, but this institute is
more geared to the financial services industry
and it does not cater for the mining industry
per se. The Compliance Institute will not be
considered further, save to say that such an
institute for the mining industry would
stimulate a specialization in this field and also
create a forum for the specialization of mining
compliance and reporting officers or
inspectors, which would enable the further
monitoring of these various issues.

While the issues discussed here are generic
in nature and can be applied to the mining
industry regardless of jurisdiction, the primary
focus of the paper is mining compliance in
South Africa from an educational and training
perspective.

What is compliance and reporting?
Educators frequently talk of the ‘blank slate’
when getting students to look at particular
subjects from a new, or different, perspective,
that is, students are asked to ignore all that
they have learned previously in order for them
to assimilate the new, or different, perspective.
Similarly with mining compliance and
reporting, all preconceived notions must be
erased and the subject must be looked at
anew.

Mining compliance and reporting consists
of two important aspects namely, compliance
and reporting. Each will be considered
individually.
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The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines ‘compliance’ as: ‘action in accordance with request, command, etc.’. From this definition, it can be surmised that mining compliance entails the adherence to principles and rules that govern particular circumstances or issues that are intrinsic to the mining industry; in other words, mining compliance entails the way the mining industry or mining companies have to comply with the various aspects of doing business and conducting operations.

In normal circumstances laws govern compliance, in that, to ensure that people comply with the various laws the State enacts, enforce laws contained in statutes, and also administer the punishment should the laws not be adhered to, as postulated by Sly above.

While statutes may define the crimes and punishments, there are also Common Law crimes which incur liability on the part of the perpetrator; for example, murder is a Common Law crime. However, statutes can also extend the Common Law crimes; for example, the Common Law crime of murder has been extended by the Criminal Procedure Act which provides:

'It shall be sufficient in a charge of murder to allege that the accused unlawfully and intentionally killed the deceased, and it shall be sufficient in a charge of culpable homicide to allege that the accused unlawfully killed the deceased.7

As such, a person can be guilty of a crime in terms of the various statutes that exist or as per the dictates of Common Law (which, in certain instances, may be modified by statute).

Whereas this article is not an exposition on Criminology, nor on the influences on a person to commit a crime, it can be said that the mere presence of a law does not necessarily serve as a guarantee that the law will not be infringed. An individual is vested with qualities that ensure laws, be they formal or rules of society, are followed; that is, the individual has a sense of ethics. However, society cannot teach professionals ethics for their particular professions. This task is assumed by professional bodies that teach their members the relevant ethical considerations by striving to create a uniform set of practices to which all members adhere and aspire.

Members who fail to comply with these practices are regarded as having behaved unethically and would then be disciplined according to the established rules of the professional body concerned. The mining industry is comprised of various professions, each governed by a particular professional body; for example, mining engineers belong to the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA), mine surveyors belong to the South African Council for Professional and Technical Surveyors (PLATO), geologists belong to the Geological Society of South Africa (GSSA), or they might even be affiliated with the South African Council for Natural Scientific Professionals (SACNASP), and so on. In setting practices, professional bodies seek, not only to protect their members from unscrupulous persons, but also protect the professions they represent. This translates into members behaving in a particular manner not only to protect their colleagues, but also to protect their professions and thereby themselves.

In the same way, compliance does not mean simple adherence for the sake of adhering. It requires a commitment to adhere; that is, you believe it is in your best interests to adhere. Therefore, reference is not made to just obeying laws and professional codes but something more.

A ‘report’, is defined as ‘bring back or give account of, state as ascertained fact, tell as news, narrate or describe or repeat . . .’.

In relating this definition to that of ‘compliance’, ‘reporting’ would entail a form of announcement or publication on the level of compliance.

This essentially indicates that, in addition to complying, there has to be a reporting of the level of compliance as well. From the above, it can be seen that both go hand-in-hand; one cannot engage in reporting if there is no compliance and there can be no effective compliance if there is a failure in reporting. Effective compliance therefore is subjected to the adage: ‘justice must not only be done; it must be seen to be done.’ For one to be in effective Compliance, one has to report or publicize one’s compliance for all to consider. It can be seen, and would become clearer later in this paper, that by engaging in compliance and reporting, the 3 Ds of mining are being dispelled and society could be more appreciative of mining and related activities.

Obedience versus compliance

Although it would seem disingenuous to consider this issue under the subject of ‘compliance’, ‘obedience’ or ‘adherence’ would still have to be discounted in favour of compliance for the importance of compliance to be fully realized.

For mining, there is a lot of commitment required due to the long lead times from exploration to eventual production to the final stages of closure that span from a few years to a few decades. This inherent characteristic of a mining operation is indicative that a bigger commitment, in addition to obedience or adherence, is required. The long lead times also mean that the industry’s interactions with local communities, governments and employees are over a longer period of time and hence these interactions need to be properly and carefully managed.

On the other hand, whereas other forms of business have a chance of lasting forever, the nature of mining is such that the mining operation will cease when the resource is finished or when the mining right has expired or is lost. Although the holding company, if applicable, might have been, or continue to be, in existence for years, it does not mean that its operations have lasted, or will last, for as long as the company itself.

If a mining company obeys laws only, it could be obeying for 10 years, 30 years, 90 years, or longer, depending on the life of the project and the continued renewal of its mining rights. Mining companies could find themselves having to continuously adapt their behaviour to ensure proper obedience with the laws, even in the dying days of the project, as the laws change.

By engaging in mining compliance and reporting, something more than mere obedience occurs; in that, mining compliance and reporting lends itself to having greater flexibility and certainty. This does not mean that there are no laws at all; it just means that there are not as large a number of laws of be obeyed by a compliant mining company.

Historically, as soon as minerals were discovered, mining started, for example, Kimberley and the development of the big hole. This practice continued regardless of the people, health, safety and the environment. These and other aspects are now dealt with in laws and must be obeyed.
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These issues can be contrasted with the issue of sustainable development (SD) where 9 of the world’s largest mining companies started the Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development Project (MMSD) which, arguably, become the foundation of SD in mining the world over. To this end, while governments put SD issues in laws, it is, arguably, the mining companies themselves that have decided the extent of SD and its impact on a mining operation. The mining companies have set the standard and governments have followed.

Models of compliance
At present, in SA, there are 2 models for the monitoring of compliance that are frequently referred to—the Venmyn Compliance Triangle and the Venmyn Compliance Puzzle—both of which have proved, and continue, to be very useful tools for the mining industry. These models are briefly considered below.

The Venmyn Compliance Triangle
Figure 1 represents the Venmyn Compliance Triangle (the Triangle) which depicted Venmyn’s view of mining compliance and reporting. From the diagram it can be noted that the sides of the triangle comprise the ‘compliance and governance reporting rules’ and the ‘Venmyn valuations and response products’ with the base comprising the ‘independent technical and financial reporting’. This model identifies the two most important aspects of mining compliance (‘independent technical and financial reporting’ and ‘compliance and governance reporting rules’) and the response their tools thereto.

However, in addition the Triangle consists of triangles within a triangle; there are three mini-triangles that are right side up and one other that is upside down. The two base mini-triangles consist of ‘technical due diligence’ and ‘financial valuation’ respectively; they are separated by the upside down triangle of ‘compliance and public domain reporting’. At the apex of the Triangle is a mini-triangle on ‘fair and reasonable reporting’.

As one moves from the base of the Triangle to the apex, one moves from the various technical aspects towards fair and reasonable reporting. The major arrow from the base of the Triangle to the apex indicates that the process is a continuous one.

It goes without saying that the Triangle is fairly complicated. Although it is a useful tool for the experienced to utilize, it is not so for someone new to mining compliance and reporting. To such a person, it would seem much easier to delegate the responsibility of ensuring Compliance and Reporting to people who understand the model than to learn what is contained in it and what the requirements are.

The Venmyn Compliance Puzzle
A much easier model is the Venmyn Compliance Puzzle (the Puzzle) which is reproduced in Figure 2.
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Motivation for a new model

The two most frequently used models, as outlined above, are most efficient where people are already engaged in compliance and reporting practices.

As far as the Triangle is concerned, whereas the model is simple and easy to follow and implement, it does not seem to cater for all aspects of mining compliance and reporting; such as, the various statutes [companies Act\(^{14}\), the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act (MPRDA)\(^{15}\) and the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Royalty Act\(^{16}\) (the Royalty Act) and corporate governance.

For training and educational purposes, and for those new to mining compliance and reporting, it is unduly complicated to understand and may be even more difficult to implement.

While the Venmyn Compliance Puzzle refers to black economic empowerment (‘BEE’), as far as the Broad-Based Socio-Economic Empowerment Charter for the Mining Industry (Mining Charter)\(^{17}\) is concerned, the responsibility of mining companies extends beyond BEE to include other more socially responsible practices such as housing, beneficiation and procurement.\(^{18}\) At present, on consulting the Venmyn Compliance Puzzle, it appears as though that BEE would only have an impact on the ‘financial statements’ and ‘impairment’. To date, the writer is unaware of an impairment resulting from BEE and vice versa. Further, BEE does not affect the financial statements only but extends to the manner a mining company conducts its business as well as the manner in which it manages its business.

Further, the Puzzle refers to the Sarbanes Oxley Act, with which mining companies operating in the US comply. However, this specific reference seems to exclude SA, which is not bound by the Sarbanes Oxley Act but by the corporate governance principles of the King Commission on Corporate Governance.

The Puzzle also appears to be fixed and any new development would require a substantial change in its structure. This change would make the Puzzle bigger and perhaps more complicated.

As such, a tool that would be simple to understand and to follow would be appropriate. Whereas this would entail users being au fait with all or most of the aspects of compliance and reporting, they would be provided with the ‘big picture’ of compliance and reporting at a glance without being daunted by the complexity of the issues. A simple model should also provide for continuous expansion as the case may be. A person looking at the model will not be left with any doubt about the complexity of issues but would be able to easily follow the processes that would ensure effective compliance and reporting. After all, if a model is as difficult or more difficult to understand than the subject itself, then mining compliance and reporting would remain the purview of the few privileged experts.

The Compliance Spindle comes close to these requirements.

The new Compliance Spindle

Figure 3, though dated, indicates how the spindle looked in reality, when it was used to spin cotton into thread and popularized by Mahatma Gandhi.
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In translating this picture into a model for compliance and reporting, one needs to understand how the spindle operates. The spindle comprises two wheels of different sizes connected to each other and resting on a base. Wool is placed at the smaller wheel and by turning the bigger wheel the wool is spun into thread. The connection between the big wheel and the small wheel ensures that the system is always operational and that the thread is properly spun.

The Compliance Spindle is represented in Figure 4. At first glance, it appears that the Compliance Spindle does not identify all aspects of mining compliance. Although the other models discussed show that there are many issues, it does not seem so with the Compliance Spindle. However, on closer examination it is clear that the Compliance Spindle identifies and makes use of the subject categories that comprise mining compliance and reporting, thereby ensuring that it is not unduly complicated by excessive information.

Explaining the Compliance Spindle

Essentially, ‘technical information’ enters the Compliance Spindle and once it goes through the processes, results in ‘proper compliance and reporting’. ‘Technical information’ comprises any information that is required by the mining company and is not limited to any particular process or stage of mining or mineral.

The Compliance Spindle starts when ‘technical information’ enters the system at the ‘small wheel’. The ‘technical information’ then must pass the ‘regulation and governance’ portion of the Compliance Spindle to ensure that the information is sufficient to meet these requirements. If insufficient or inadequate, then more or better information is required—just as more cotton would be needed if there is insufficient cotton to spin. ‘Regulation and governance’ forms the base of the Compliance Spindle without which the Compliance Spindle cannot operate and would collapse. Being the first consideration, non-compliance would render the entire operation unworkable and an inability to proceed to the other aspects of mining compliance and reporting.

For example, in SA, if the miner does not comply with the requirements of the MPRDA then it would not receive the reconnaissance permit, prospecting right or mining right or any other right that was applied for. Further assessment of the project would thus be unnecessary as the requisite permit or right has not been attained. Thereafter, the ‘technical information’ goes to the bigger wheel where there is a continuous consideration of the ‘technical and financial accounting’, ‘mineral asset valuation’ and ‘environmental and social concerns’. None of these carry any priority over the other and must always be assessed. These issues keep the Compliance Spindle in motion.

At the hub of the big wheel is ‘enterprise-wide risk management’ (EWRM) which needs to be considered at all levels of operation as identified by the big wheel. The big wheel would be rendered inoperative should EWRM not be considered. If the big wheel fails then the system fails, as was mentioned above, by turning the big wheel the spindle becomes operative.

Due to the connection between the wheels, to cater for all the aspects identified by the big wheel, there has to be a continuous stream of information from the small wheel, passing the ‘regulation and governance’ aspect and then feeding into the big wheel. Once the aspects identified in the big wheel have been addressed then there is ‘proper compliance and reporting’.

There might be an argument that the ‘Regulations and Governance’ aspect would be a risk and might be wrongly placed in the Compliance Spindle, but it should be noted that the consideration of regulation and governance as a risk is usually taken prior to the start of operations. If a mining company believes that the regulations and governance requirements of a particular country is not conducive to business or investment or are too cumbersome to implement then it would not invest. As such, this decision is taken.
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before the system operates. In the same way, for example, if exploration is being conducted and the information cannot meet the requirements of ‘regulation and governance’, then the Compliance Spindle cannot operate and proper compliance and reporting are not possible.

It should be borne in mind that just as the spinning of cotton is a continuous process, so is the processing of information. Should more information be needed, then the process reverts to the small wheel for additional information and the process then begins de novo. Each aspect is needed for effective mining compliance and no component can be ignored without affecting the other components of the Compliance Spindle.

The components of the Compliance Spindle

Now that the Compliance Spindle is operating, it is appropriate to consider the details of the various subject categories (components) in greater detail. Understanding the components creates an understanding of what might also form part of the component even though not specifically mentioned here.

Regulation and governance

As mentioned, this forms the base of the Compliance Spindle and if ignored would result in the collapsing of the structure.

Regulation

Regulation is split up into legal and industry regulation. This is because that it is not only the legislature that would affect mining compliance but also the mining industry itself by, for example, the institution of the various industry Codes.

Legal regulation

This comprises the laws that are passed by a government (local law) and which apply in a particular country, in this instance, SA. In addition, legal regulation also incorporates laws that are passed by an organization that has the effect of applying to many countries (international law); for example, the United Nations and the European Union.

Examples of legal regulations include:

➤ MPRDA
➤ Health and Safety Act
➤ The Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Industry regulation

As mentioned above, the industry, via the various professional bodies, also places certain rules and regulations on its members.

Each industry has rules and regulations unique to that industry due to the specialized nature of the industry and/or the specialized skills that are required. This would ensure uniformity of practices, uniformity of standards and uniformity of qualifications.

In the mining industry, uniformity of practices would ensure that one mining company does not gain an unfair advantage over another company by, for example, classifying resources and reserves differently from the other companies.

If there is a uniformity of standards, then companies are on an equal footing and can be properly compared. For example, if a mining company claims to be the best but comparison with another company is not possible, it is not possible to judge it to be the best. We cannot say it has the best product nor that it is worthwhile to invest in it as there is no basis for comparison.

Uniformity of qualifications would ensure that only suitably qualified persons perform certain functions. For example, asking a lawyer to design the ventilation system of a mine would not be sensible considering the qualifications possessed and required.

Examples of industry regulations include:

➤ Rules of Statutory Professional Bodies (SACNASP, PLATO, ECSA)
➤ Classification Codes (SAMREC, Canadian National Instrument – NI 43 101, the Australasian Joint Ore Reserves Committee (JORC) Code and so on).

Governance

Governance entails a proper monitoring of practices to ensure that there is effective compliance with all matters affecting the industry. ‘Practices’ would have to be considered in its broadest sense to include the way the company does its business (running a company) and also the way it conducts its operations (mining the ore).

Examples of governance monitoring systems include:

➤ Resource Reserve Classification
➤ Corporate governance
➤ Global Reporting Initiative.

Mineral asset valuation

Valuation of minerals is the cornerstone of any mineral operation as there can be no successful operation if there is no value in the minerals. If valuations are done incorrectly, shareholders would seek redress or, worse, a viable operation might be ignored. Apart from having a lot of litigation to deal with it would also affect the company’s reputation and the reputations of those that control it.

Technical and financial accounting and reporting

Funding, accounting and effective reporting ensure that the operation remains financially viable and effective.

Important considerations include:

➤ Taxation regime (s) such as the Income Tax Act and other revenue laws
➤ Banking issues and project finance
➤ Annual report reviews and auditing
➤ Annual technical statements
➤ Impairment of assets.

Environmental and social concerns

In this day and age, where SD and corporate social responsibility have become the dominant discourse, the environment and the local communities play an important part in any mining operation. In addition to environmental legislation (such as the National Water Act and the National Environment Management Act), this aspect is important to secure the site of the mining operation. If there is damage to
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the environment or the lives of the local communities, there are various non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the media that do not hesitate to vilify the mining company. For example, it was reported that Action Aid recently attacked AngloPlatinum for their treatment of local communities. This elicited a speedy and strong response from Anglo Platinum:

‘Anglo Platinum always strives to be a responsible corporate citizen and is concerned by the allegations made by Action Aid, which it believes to be inaccurate and to contain many distortions’.

This example indicates that mining companies have to often engage in public relations exercises to ensure that current and future operations are not jeopardized by NGO and media reports.

Enterprise-wide risk management

It is imperative that risk is considered and risk assessments are conducted during the entire operation. Failure to consider risks would not enable the company to determine its risk appetite and/or take effective corrective measures to mitigate the risks.

From the above, it can be seen that the Compliance Spindle covers most, if not all, aspects of mining compliance and reporting. Lists of the various components are provided, but these are by no means closed lists. Practitioners and newcomers could insert their particular circumstances into any of the appropriate components and thereby tailor the Compliance Spindle to their unique needs without affecting the operation of the Compliance Spindle. As such, it is not necessary to spell out each and every component in detail to the exclusion of all other issues.

Should there be a new consideration that needs to be included, the ‘technical information’ aspect would still be the point of entry with the ‘regulation and governance’ aspect remaining as the basis of the model. This would necessitate an amendment in the components of the ‘Big Wheel’; only the ‘Big Wheel’ need be amended to provide for an additional consideration.

Conclusion

Compliance and reporting is a major concern for a mining company due to its nature and extent. Coupled with the long lead times inherent in a mining operation, mere adherence would be insufficient and mining companies would need to have a commitment to engage in an operation and to ensure that the operation is viable and effective. Although there are various models dealing with mining compliance and reporting, the Compliance Spindle considers all aspects of it and is easily adaptable without massive changes to its structure should there be a need to amend it.

This article is not aimed at condemning any other model. It is reiterated that they are extremely useful for compliance officials with experience in mining compliance and reporting. It should be noted that, individually, the Triangle and the Puzzle do not cover all aspects of mining compliance. Yet, together they provide a comprehensive assessment of mining compliance. Further, the models are generic to any operation in any country, whereas the Compliance Spindle was designed with a particular South African educational and training focus. As such, the other models have international application and can also be used in SA; the Compliance Spindle has a South African focus but would have international application as well.

Although the Compliance Spindle might appear not to identify all aspects of mining compliance, by considering the subject components in the model itself, the Compliance Spindle provides a snap-shot of mining compliance and reporting in a simple manner and does not contain a massive amount of information.

However, it cannot be said to be the definitive model of mining compliance and reporting. In fact, so versatile is the Compliance Spindle, it can be adapted to any other industry which requires a monitoring of compliance issues.

This model highlights the fact that those wishing to use the Compliance Spindle must have the requisite knowledge of the various aspects of mining compliance and reporting to be able to implement the Compliance Spindle. A ‘competent person in training’ would be able to use the model to familiarize himself or herself with the various aspects of mining compliance, and a competent person would be able to implement it properly. Further, by reference to the Compliance Spindle, a ‘competent person in training’ would easily be able to judge whether he/she is capable of signing the Competent Person’s Report or not. In this way, the competent person himself or herself would be fully apprised of mining compliance and reporting.

The Compliance Spindle makes it possible for all persons to engage in compliance and reporting practices and so help to avoid the 3 Ds of mining. It also makes it possible for compliance and reporting practitioners to develop faster thereby necessitating the formation of a Mining Compliance and Reporting Institute—to enable a greater specialization of mining compliance and reporting and the development of more effective standards and practices.

However, it should be noted that, regardless of the sophistication and simplicity of any model, only a strong commitment to engage in mining compliance and reporting would ensure a successful implementation of the Compliance Spindle.
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